Abstract This paper is about completely formal representation of languages with binding. We have previously written about a representation following an approach going back to Frege, based on first-order syntax using distinct syntactic classes for locally bound variables vs. global or free variables (Sato and Pollack, J Symb Comput 45:598-616, 2010). The present paper differs from our previous work by being more abstract. Whereas we previously gave a particular concrete function for canonically choosing the names of binders, here we characterize abstractly the properties required of such a choice function to guarantee canonical representation, and focus on the metatheory of the representation, proving that it is in substitution preserving isomorphism with the nominal Isabelle representation of pure lambda terms. This metatheory is formalized in Isabelle/HOL. The final section outlines a formalization in Matita of a challenging language with multiple binding and simultaneous substitution. The Isabelle and Matita proof files are available online.
Introduction
This paper is about completely formal representation of languages with binding. The desiderata for such a representation include that it be semantically satisfying, convenient for use with machine proof checking programs and natural for humans to read, write and reason about. There is a large body of prior work in this area, and several widely used technical approaches, each with many variations. We do not try to cover or catalogue that work here, but point to some papers that do include some such discussion: [1, 2, 6, 11, 13, 14, 16, 26] .
We have previously written [22, 23] about a representation following an approach going back to Frege [7] , Gentzen [9] and Prawitz [21] . This approach is based on first-order syntax using distinct syntactic classes for locally bound variables (Frege used German letters [28, page 25] ) vs. global or free variables, also called parameters (Frege used Latin letters). This approach was first formalised and used for significant machine checked examples in [15] , and independently in an interesting variation, in [10] . For a modern presentation of the latter variation, see [2] . We call our representation 'locally named' because the abstractors carry local variable names.
(The variation described in [2, 10] is called 'locally nameless' because its abstractors are nameless as in de Bruijn representation [6] .) We call our representation 'canonical' because α -equivalence is syntactic identity, and we need never formally define or discuss α -equivalence or α -conversion.
The representation described in our previous work [22, 23] improves on that of [15] by being canonical, thus giving the good properties of locally nameless representation without the hassle of adjusting indexes. 1 The representation of the present paper differs from [22, 23] by being more abstract. In [22, 23] we use a particular set for local variables (the natural numbers), and a particular function choosing the unique names for binders to attain canonical representation. In the present paper we show the same approach can use any infinite decidable set of atoms for local variables, and characterize abstractly the properties of a choice function for binding names that guarantee canonical representation. This is explained in detail in Section 3. Given that there are many approaches to reasoning about binding in use, we outline the advantages of our approach. It is a first-order representation in that the collection of lambda terms is an inductively defined predicate (i.e. subset) of a datatype. Thus it does not need a special logic (as, e.g. Twelf [17] ), but can be expressed directly in any logic supporting inductive definition of types (or sets) and predicates; e.g. classical extensional Higher Order Logic (HOL) or constructive intensional type theory. It is lightweight enough to prototype directly in Coq or HOL without large scale special purpose tools. (Serious use of our representation would be greatly improved by development of tools, but we have not done this.) The representation is natural, with name-carrying binders that are, nevertheless, injective constructors (unlike nominal Isabelle, where binders are not injective because of α -equivalence). Thus our representation is both canonical and enjoys a kind of direct pattern matching/inductive reasoning. Finally, unlike Higher Order Abstract Syntax approaches, the expressiveness of our representation is limited only by the prooftheoretic strength of the meta language (Coq, Isabelle, . . . ), not by any anomaly of the approach itself. For example we believe (without having carried out the experiment) that the calculus of constructions is easily formalized in our approach, using, say, Coq as a meta language, and that its normalization is provable in this formalization. See Section 5 for a different example, and some discussion of the limits of our approach. Summing up, our representation is natural, lightweight and expressive.
Outline of the Paper The underlying syntactic datatype of our representation (called symbolic expressions) is presented, with its properties, in Section 2. Section 3 gives an inductively defined predicate on symbolic expressions intended to pick out a subset canonically representing pure lambda terms. This predicate is parametrised by a height function for selecting the names of binders; the major part of this section discusses the properties such a height function must have. Section 4 shows that the properties we have outlined are exactly what is required to prove that our lambda term representation is isomorphic with the lambda term representation of nominal Isabelle [26] . This section ends with the example of β -reduction on our lambda terms. In Section 5 we outline our representation of the multivariate lambda calculus [20] , a system with multiple binding and simultaneous substitution. Section 6 concludes.
Formalisation
Everything in Sections 2, 3 and 4 has been formalized in nominal Isabelle [26] by the first author. Our Isabelle theory files are available online. 2 We use a nominal Isabelle atom type, and take advantage of convenient automation tools provided by nominal Isabelle. We show, in Isabelle, that our lambda terms are isomorphic (respecting substitution) with lambda terms as usually represented in nominal Isabelle. Although it is an informal issue whether our formal representation adequately captures the lambda terms in your mind, the fact that two formal representations agree adds to confidence about the faithfulness of both representations.
Section 5 outlines a formalization by the third author of multivariate lambda calculus [20] in the Matita proof system 3 using our representation. Matita implements an intensional constructive type theory very close to the logic of Coq. The multivariate lambda calculus includes multiple binding and simultaneous substitution. The Matita proof files for this example are available online. 
Symbolic Expressions
We start with two distinct denumerably infinite sets of atoms: X for global (free) variables (sometimes called parameters), and V for local (bound) variables. We reserve 'X', 'Y', 'Z ' for global variables and 'x', 'y', 'z' for local variables. The datatype of symbolic expressions, S , is defined by:
The expression ' (M N)' is said to be the pair of M and N . The expression ' [x]M' is said to be the abstraction by x of M ; 'x' is said to be the binder and 'M' to be the body of this expression. We have the usual induction principles on S , namely structural induction and well-founded induction on the size of an expression.
Informally, the body of an abstraction expression is the scope of the binder. The
x . In this case we informally consider that the occurrences of 'x' in the body are bound by the inner binder. This definition of symbolic expressions reflects our idea that local variables may get bound, but global variables can never get bound. Note, however, that there is no actual binding explicit in this free construction.
In this paper we use pure lambda calculus as the running example, and we have given the definition of symbolic expressions for representing pure lambda calculus. However, in more complex languages (such as system F, having binders for term variables and for type variables) each kind of binder will have its own two species of variables.
Occurrences of Variables
To each symbolic expression M we assign a set LV(M) called the free local variables of M :
We say that x occurs free in M if x ∈ LV(M) . Similarly, define a set GV(M) called the global variables of M :
In practice we are only interested in whether X occurs in M or not, and borrow the nominal logic notation X M to mean X / ∈ GV(M) . Further, we extend this notation to other classes of global variables (e.g. as needed to represent System F, mentioned above) and homomorphically to composite structures that may occur in applications, such as typing contexts. Nominal Isabelle supports this extended notation with a typeclass of atom types.
Replacement of Variables
We define an operation of replacement for global variables, called substitution, by structural recursion:
From the fourth clause notice that if P contains free occurrences of x , these occurrences will be bound after the substitution (e.g.
. This is not the intended behaviour of substitution; known ways to avoid this include renaming x in [x]M or renaming x in P . The former is called α -renaming (e.g. as in [5, 24] ); the latter is called lifting (e.g. as in [6] ). In Section 3 we will use a third way in which we only consider a subset of S whose members contain no free occurrences of local variables: there simply are no free occurrences of local variables to get captured. This is the historical reason for using two distinct species of names for local vs. global variables. See [2, 15, 16] for previous modern formalizations using this approach. The operation [P/ X]M will be the correct notion of substitution for our canonical representation of lambda terms.
We also need a purely technical operation of replacement for local variables, [P/y]M , which is used in our development but does not correspond to a natural operation on lambda terms. It is defined by structural recursion: Proof Induction on structure of M .
In the following, π will range over finite permutations on X . The importance of permuting names in reasoning about binding is discussed in [15, 16] . The connection with the general notion of equivariance of a group action is pointed out in [8, 18] . For a more detailed and abstract discussion in the present context, see [23] .
Finite permutations are compositions of pairwise swapping of atoms, which we write as (X, Y)·M .
Lemma 2 (Substitution and Swapping
) If Y M then [Y/ X]M = (X, Y)·M .
Lemma 3 (Substitution Lemma) If X = Y and X Q , then we have
Occurrences of Binders In order to achieve canonical representation of lambda terms, we define one more technical function E X (M) : X × S → (V set) computing the set of local names occurring in binding position between the root of M and any occurrence of X in M . This is not needed by users of our representation, but is needed for the metatheory we are presenting here. The definition (by structural recursion) is straightforward.
The intuition behind the definition of E is suggested by the observation:
because the inner substitution captures x . More positively we have the following crucial lemma.
Lemma 6 (Decomposition of Substitution)
Proof For both claims the proof is by structural induction on M . In (2.) , when M = [y]M consider the subcases x = y and x = y .
Lambda Terms
As mentioned above, the first step toward a good representation of lambda terms based on symbolic expressions is to consider the subset of symbolic expressions that contain no unbound local variables, so that the two replacement operations of Section 2 are capture free. We have LV(−) with which to express this subset, but it is convenient to define it inductively. In [15, 16] this predicate is called variable closed
We trivially have vclosed M iff LV(M) = {} , but the inductive definition of vclosed comes with an induction principle that is more useful than the structural induction principle on S in that it has no case for free local variables. We also have that vclosed is closed under substitution:
as substitution cannot create unbound local variables. You might worry that '[x/ X]M' in the conclusion of rule (+) is not capture avoiding, but this is unimportant.
The set of vclosed symbolic expressions can be used as a representation of lambda terms, but it is not a canonical representation; e.g. the distinct vclosed expressions [x]x and [y]y should be considered equal as lambda terms. As a consequence, for example, the Church-Rosser theorem for the usual β -reduction does not hold concretely for vclosed symbolic expressions, but only "up to α -equivalence" [19] . Our game here is to avoid the need to reason about, or even define, α -equivalence, so vclosed is unsatisfactory. However [15, 16] show that much dependent type theory can be carried out concretely over vclosed symbolic expressions. The idea is to use well-behaved relations. E.g. Tait-Martin-Löf parallel reduction, defined on vclosed symbolic expressions, does have the Church-Rosser theorem concretely, and this is the notion of reduction used in [15, 16] . This may seem ad hoc, but can also be seen as a technical justification for the definition of Tait-Martin-Löf parallel reduction.
A Subset of Symbolic Expressions
The failure of vclosed to give a canonical representation for lambda terms is because rule (+) above, viewed as a constructor of lambda terms, takes X and M and constructs [x][x/ X]M for any x . To make the representation canonical we must choose x canonically in this construction. We use functions of type X × S → V , called height functions, to make this choice canonical. For height function F we write F X (M) for the F -height of X in M . Inductively define a predicate on S , parameterised by an arbitrary height function F :
Compare rule ( * ) with rule (+) above. Now the question is: what properties must F have for L F to be an adequate representation of lambda terms? It is straightforward
, and the replacement operations of Section 2 are capture free on L . But it is not obvious that L is closed under substitution:
This is Theorem 1 in the concrete setting of [23] , and follows from the properties of height functions we discuss below. Before proceeding we improve our notation. The whole presentation that follows is implicitly parameterised by a height function F , so we drop the subscript 'F'. Noticing that the conclusion of rule ( * ) is a common construction, we define a function abs: X × S → S by
Rule ( * ) can now be rewritten as
The reader should keep in mind that abs X M is analogous to the informal lambda abstraction λx.m . For example, for any F we have X abs X M , just as " x doesn't occur free in λx.m " (in nominal language, x is not in the support of λx.m ). Thus, for example, [N/ X]abs X M = abs X M . Also, while the concrete constructors of S , including [−]− , are injective ( S is a datatype), abs is not necessarily so. For example we will see that for well behaved F (i.e. equivariant),
even when X = Y . Similarly, although the constructors of S are equivariant, we do not know that abs is equivariant in general; that depends on properties of F . Finally, we define the notion of instantiation, : S × S → S :
Instantation will only be applied to abstractions in this paper, so its value on other constructors is irrelevant. Informally, one might see instantiation as a way to "lift" the improper operation of (2) to proper terms in L . Instantiation inherits equivariance from Lemma 1. For well behaved F it will be provable that
This is Theorem 2 in the more concrete setting of [23] .
Good F
Here are three properties of F that together guarantee that L is an adequate representation in the sense that there is a substitution preserving isomorphism between L and the set of pure lambda terms represented in nominal Isabelle.
We call a height function, F , excellent if it satisfies these properties. In fact it is sufficient for F to satify these properties relativized to L to give an adequate representation (Theorem 1).
A height function satisfying (HE), (HP) and (HF) is called good. Clearly every excellent height function is good. Since we are interested in the weakest restrictions on F that guarantee an adequate representation, we focus on good F , although in applications to reasoning about languages with binding, the relativization to L is inessential.
In the next three paragraphs we discuss the goodness properties individually, showing as motivation that they give the informally expected equations for " α -conversion" and substitution under abs . In Section 3.1.2 we show that they are together consistent and independent. Section 3.2 digresses from the main argument to present some other aspects of height functions. Section 4 contains the main results connecting height functions with canonical representation of lambda terms.
It is trivial from the definition of abs that F is equivariant iff abs is equivariant:
so in the presence of (HE) , abs is equivariant on L . Also, (HE) implies equivariance of L itself:
(proof by well founded induction on the size of M ).
To use our representation in practice it is essential to derive strengthened induction principles for the relations of interest, as discussed in [15, 16, 25] . (HE) is required to prove these principles, and in particular a strengthened induction principle for L is derivable from (HE) using well founded induction on the size of a symbolic expression, as discussed in [23] . 
Proof Unfolding the definitions of abs and , (10) =⇒ (11) by Lemma 6. Equation (11) =⇒ (12) is trivial. Taking Z = X in (12), (10) follows by (4).
Proof (1) is a special case of Lemma 6(2.), using (HF) . (2) follows from (1) .
Lemma 9 ( abs and " α -conversion") Assume M : L and N : L . Let α be the formula
which informally expresses α -equivalence of 'λX.M' and 'λY.N' .
From (HE) we have:
α =⇒ abs X M = abs Y N.
From (HF) we have:
Thus, from properties (HE) and (HF) together we see that abs behaves like informal λ -abstraction for α -conversion. We have informally argued above that properties (HE) and (HF) are natural, or anyway required for our representation to work adequately (the formal argument is set out in Section 4). What is interesting about Lemma 9 is how the informal notion of α -equivalence factors through these two properties.
(HP) F is Preserved by Substitution Using Lemma 3 it is easy to see that:
Thus (HP) shows that moving substitution under abs has the same equation as moving substitution under informal λ -abstraction. Equations (7), (13) and Lemma 9, exemplify how our representation constructs the intended behaviour of abstraction out of simple structural and functional operations in standard logic.
From (HE) and (HP) we can prove (6) using a strengthened induction principle (derived using (HE) as mentioned above) on premise M : L . From (6) and (HF) (via Lemma 7) we can prove (8).
Consistency and Independence of the Goodness Properties
Before proceeding to show that, for good F , L is a faithful reresentation of lambda terms, we show that the 'good' properties make sense.
Lemma 10 (Good F Exist) Interpret V by the natural numbers. The height function H def ined by
This is the original height function defined by the second author in [22] , and machine checked by the first author as reported in [23] .
Proof All three properties are proved by induction on the structure of M. The proof of (XHF) uses a lemma
also proved by structural induction on P.
Lemma 11 ( (HE) , (HP) and (HF) are Independent) 1. (HE) ∧ (HF) =⇒ (HP) 2. (HE) ∧ (HP) =⇒ (HF) 3. (HF) ∧ (HP) =⇒ (HE)
Proof Case (1.) is satisfied by the height function
To see that F1 doesn't satisfy (HP) take X = Y, M = (X Y) and Q = (Y Y). To see that it does satisfy (HF) note that if x occurs bound in
(HE) of F1 is proved by well-founded induction on the size of M .
Case (2.) is satisfied by the constant height function F2 X M = 0 . To see that this function doesn't satisfy (HF) take
Case (3.) is satisfied by height function
where X 0 is any distinguished global variable, and
To see that this function is not equivariant, take
Remark 1 In light of the equivalence between (11) and (12), one might wonder if, in the presence of (HF) , (HP) might be equivalently replaced by (HP0) :
We can now see that this conjecture is false, because the example F1 above satisfies (HP0) as well as (HF) and (HE) , but, as shown above, fails to satisfy (HP) . Further, our proof of adequacy of the representation (Section 4) really seems to need the strong property (HP) .
Free Choices in Good F
This subsection is an aside from the main argument. The specific height function H from Lemma 10 has the property:
In general we have:
Lemma 12 For given F and X M , (HE) says that F X (M) does not depend on X ; (HP) says that F X (M) does not depend on M ; and (HE) ∧ (HP) says that F X (M)
does not depend on X or M .
Conversely, if F is excellent and X = Y , we cannot prove that F X (X) = F X (Y) .
Lemma 13 (Free Choice in Excellent Functions) If F is excellent, and v ∈ V then
Thus there is no definition schema for all excellent height functions (or all good height functions) parameterised by a single choice function. At least two independent choices are involved in the definition of a height function; one choice for F X (X) (Lemma 13) and an independent choice for F X (Y) where X = Y (Lemma 12).
A Canonical Representation of Lambda Terms
As has been pointed out in [12] the claim that a formalization is an adequate representation of some informal notion is not itself formalizable. For one thing, there can be no formal connection between an informal thing and a formal thing. Also, the notion of "adequate representation", even of one formal thing by another formal thing, depends on which properties are meant to be preserved. Here we will show that if F is good then L is in substitution preserving isomorphism with the formal nominal Isabelle representation of pure lambda terms. With this we can show, for example, that β -reduction is preserved by this representation. In [26] there is a proof that the nominal representation of pure lambda terms is isomorphic to the quotient of raw lambda-term syntax up to α -conversion.
We use the set X (the set of global variables of symbolic expressions) for the variables of the nominal representation, and let A, B, C range over nominal lambda terms. To fix notation, we write the nominal datatype of lambda terms, nL , as if it is generated by
nL has HOL equality up to α -conversion; the reader who wants to know what this means must consult [26] .
Substitution of nominal lambda terms is defined [26] by
)[Y::=C] = (A[Y::=C] B[Y::=C]) ([X]A)[Y::=C] = if X (Y, C) then [X](A[Y::=C])
This last conditional equation means that one must sometimes α -convert [X]A away from bound name X to avoid capture. Compare this last equation with (13) for bringing substitution under abs . In analogy with (Section 3.1) we also define a notion of instantiation for nominal terms, : nL × nL → nL .
([X]A) B = A[X::=B]
Instantation will only be applied to abstractions in what follows. Now we can define a relation !! : nL × S → bool that will become the representation function:
In the last rule, abs X M implicitly mentions a height function F . For any F we have the following lemma, which we use without further mention.
Lemma 14 (Straightforward Properties of the Representation
We want to think of !! as a function. Clearly !! is defined for every A : nL , but a priori it is not obvious that !! is single valued because, in the third rule, the abstraction constructor of nominal terms is not injective. For example, let X 0 = X 1 be distinguished global names, and consider a height function
To turn the relation !! into a function ! : nL → S we use the HOL definite description operator, THE :
!A is some M : S such that A !! M if there is a unique such M . Otherwise !A is a value about which we know nothing except its type. To show that this function behaves as desired, we must know that !! is single valued:
This is proved from (HE) in Lemma 16 below.
Lemma 15 (Equations for Representation Function
Proof By the meaning of the definite description operator.
Note that assuming (RSV) , ! inherits the properties of Lemma 14 via Lemma 15.
Lemma 16 ( (HE) , (RSV) and Equivariance of
Proof For direction =⇒ , first prove !! is equivariant:
by induction on A !! M , using (HE) in the abstraction case. Then (RSV) is proved by induction on its first premise followed, in each resulting case, by inversion of its second premise; the only non-trivial case is for abstraction, which uses (15) and Lemma 9(1). Finally equivariance of ! follows easily from these two facts. For direction ⇐= , assume M : L and let M = !A . We have: 
giving (HE) by (9).
It is interesting to note that (HP) independently implies that !! is equivariant, but we still seem to need (HE) (via Lemma 9(1)) to show (RSV) from that fact.
Let us name some more properties of ! that play a part in what follows:
These properties are well-formed, if meaningless, on their own, but in the presence of (RSV) take on their intended meaning via Lemma 15.
Good F Give an Adequate Representation

Theorem 1 (Adequacy of representation) If F is a good height function then ! is an adequate representation. In particular, ! is a bijection ((RS) 5 and (RI)) that satisf ies (RRS) and (RRI0) : (HE) ∧ (HP) ∧ (HF) =⇒ (RSV) ∧ (RS) ∧ (RI) ∧ (RRS) ∧ (RRI0).
Proof We have already shown (Lemma 16) that (HE) implies (RSV) . From this, Lemma 14 shows ! is surjective. It remains to show (RI) , (RRS) and (RRI0) .
(RI) is proved by double induction on the structures of A and B , using Lemma 8(2) (which depends on (HF) ) and equivariance of ! (which depends on (HE) ).
(RRS) is proved by induction on the structure of A, using (RSV) , (HP) and a strengthened induction principle over the structure of A. In the case where A is some [Y]A , this strengthened induction principle assures (by α -conversion) that Y (X,B). See [2, 15, 16, 23, 25, 27] for discussion of such strengthened induction principles.
(RRI0) Unfolding definitions, we must show
Using (HF) and Lemma 7 this follows from (RRS) , which we already know holds from (RSV) and (HP) .
Good F are Required for Adequate Representation
We present a converse to Theorem 1.
Theorem 2 (RSV) ∧ (RRS) ∧ (RRI0) =⇒ (HE) ∧ (HP) ∧ (HF).
There are two weaknesses with the statement of this theorem. First, we really seem to need assumption (RRI0) to prove it although it isn't clear why (RRI0) is part of the notion of adequacy. (One might think that (RRS) =⇒ (RRI0) but we have not been able to prove that.) Second, although (RI) clearly is part of the notion of adequacy, it is not required for this proof. (Thus, via Theorem 1, (RI) is not independent of (RSV) , (RRS) and (RRI0) .) First we prove a lemma.
Lemma 17 Assume (RSV) and (RRS)
Proof Any function f : nL → L that preserves substitution is equivariant. To see this note that every permutation π is a composition of name swaps, (X, Y) , so it suffices to show that f preserves swaps: It is interesting to note that in the presence of (RSV) , (HP) ⇐⇒ (RRS) . For (HF) , using Lemma 7 and assuming M : L (so LV(M) = {} ), it suffices to show
Letting M = !A we have
as desired.
Example: β -Reduction
We can define β -reduction over L by the rules:
Notice how the uses of notations abs and in rules (ξ ) and (β) abstract details. For example, the expanded form of rule (ξ )
shows that the bound variables x and y need not be the same, as indeed careful reading of nominal Isabelle notation for this rule [4] , and even informal notation show. However unlike nominal Isabelle, our underlying abstraction constructor of S is injective.
For good F , this definition of → β is well behaved; e.g.
For good F , the representation w.r.t. nominal Isabelle lambda terms respects β -reduction:
(See [4] for the definition of β -reduction on nominal Isabelle lambda terms.)
A Different Example: The Multivariate Lambda Calculus
In this section we outline a formalization of the multivariate lambda calculus of Pottinger [20] The reason for independent interest in this system is that, because reduction waits for enough arguments, it gives a better notion of combinator than ordinary lambda calculus. For our purposes, formalization of multiple binding and simultaneous substitution are the interesting aspects.
As in previous sections we use V for the set of local (bindable) variables (ranged over by x , y , . . . ), and X for the set of global names (ranged over by X , Y , . . . ). Let Xs be the set of lists of atoms (ranged over by Xs , Ys , . . . )
We distinguish between symbolic expressions for value terms, VS (ranged over by A , B , . . . ) and, mutually defined, symbolic expressions for general terms S , (ranged over by M , N , . . . ). Let Ss be the set of lists of symbolic expressions (ranged over by Ms , Ns , . . . ). Finally, let m , n , . . . range over natural numbers that will be used as indexes into lists. We use the notation Xs n and Ms n for the n th element of the indicated list.
The syntax of S and is given by the mutual definition:
Notice that application to a null list makes a value expression into an expression:
S . The value expression [x, n]M results from abstracting a list of n global names from expression M . The local variable (x, n) refers to the nth member of the list abstracted by x . We will make this precise. Define the local variables and global variables of an expression LV(M) and GV(M) in the obvious way. We write Xs M to mean that no member of Xs occurs in GV(M) .
Replacement of Variables
Simultaneous substitutions are concretely represented as association lists, i.e. lists of X × S pairs. The variable σ ranges over substitutions. We assume the standard lookup operation on association lists, saying that (X, M) ∈ σ when (X, M) is the first pair in σ whose first component is X , and X / ∈ dom(σ ) if no such pair exists. We will also sometimes write a substitution by giving its typical element:
The action of a substitution is defined by:
Replacement of local variables is defined by:
By writing Ms n in the second case above, we are being loose about 'arities', but the definition will only be used in correct cases.
Well Formed Multivariate Lambda Terms
The type of height functions is Xs × S → V . Suppose Xs = [X 0 , . . . , X n−1 ] , and let f : V abbreviate F Xs (M) for some height function F . Suppose a symbolic expression M = . . . X i . . . X j . . . contains some of the X i . We want abstraction to behave as follows:
Notice that the abstraction carries the length of the vector of abstracted global names, and each occurrence of an abstracted global name in the body is replaced by the (single) local name chosen by F Xs (M) to be the binding name, along with the appropriate index into the vector of abstracted global names. One complication arises: if there are duplicates in Xs we intend the innermost occurrence (biggest index) to bind. Thus, given that we use the first matching item in a substitution, we should reverse the substitution. Taking
we define abstraction by:
Abstraction of a vector of global names is truly an atomic operation, rather than an iteration of unitary abstractions, as is described, for example, in [3] . It is worth mentioning that this approach to atomically abstracting a vector of names appears in [2] and the details were worked out in that setting by Arthur Charguéraud. Now we can define the well formed multivariate lambda terms L , and well formed multivariate lambda values VL , as mutually inductive properties of symbolic expressions:
As before, we drop the explicit parameterization of L F by F . We want to prove the analogue, in this setting, of (6), Lemma 19 below. As before, we consider properties of height functions.
Well Behaved Height Functions
First, lift the definition of E to the current setting: 
β -Reduction
There is still one remaining complication. Applications of an abstraction to a vector of terms that is too short do not contract. But applications to a vector of terms that is too long do contract, with some arguments left over. This shows up in rule (β) , where ' @ ' is list concatenation and lngth is the length function on lists. We have to explain the meta-typing of rule (β) . Instantiating the abstraction abs Xs M with the right number of arguments gives (abs Xs M) Ns a , a symbolic expression, not a symbolic value. So it has shape (A Qs) (for some A and Qs , with Qs possibly null). Then the contractum in rule (β) is (A (Qs@Ns b )) , carrying along the leftover arguments. The congruence rules (Fig. 1) use an auxiliary judgement Ns → β Ns saying that exactly one expression in a list of expressions reduces (' :: ' is list cons).
Lemma 21
Assume F is excellent. β reduction is well behaved:
Conclusion
In [23] we presented a concrete canonical approach to name-carrying representation for binding. We also showed some simple applications of our approach to beta reduction and simple type assingnment. In the present paper we address exactly what is needed of an abstract canonical choice of binding names ( F ) to make this approach work.
We give three properties of a good height function F that guarantee F gives an adequate representation of pure lambda terms, defined as a substitution and instantiation preserving isomorphism with nominal lambda terms. Unfortunately the need to use (RRI0) in this proof does not seem intuitively natural.
Should the user interested in actually reasoning about some language with binding be interested in this paper? Not very much. Such a user could just use the concrete height function H of Lemma 10. An advantage of doing this is that one can actually compute with H , and do case analysis in proofs about H . But the disadvantage is that one is tempted to always do such case analysis when more general principles are simpler to reason about. Thus we recommend that a user take the abstract approach with an unspecified height function F satisfying the 'excellent' properties of Section 3.1.1. In this way one avoids petty and unnecessary reasoning about relativisation of the 'good' properties to L F without committing to concrete reasoning about a particular height function. Our formalization of the multivariate lambda calculus in Section 5 takes this approach, and shows that our approach applies to systems with considerably more challenging syntax than pure lambda calculus.
